At high altitude, there is no margin for error. Absolute reliability of a jet engine is vital. If you expect the same high level of uninterrupted performance of your compressor, the one service plan that covers all your needs is the Total Responsibility Plan.

**UNLIMITED SERVICE**

For an all-inclusive price, the Total Responsibility Plan is our commitment to take complete care of your compressor, with on-time maintenance by expert service engineers, genuine parts, proactive upgrades and improvements, and drive line overhauls.

Best of all, it includes total risk coverage. This means we take care of all repairs, even breakdowns, without extra charges.
Reliability With A Clear Return

In addition to taking care of all the routine maintenance, our service engineers will proactively detect and repair any developing problems. They will retrofit your compressor with the latest improvements resulting from our ongoing R&D efforts.

And if they notice that the reliability of a compressor’s drive line is declining, an overhaul is scheduled, giving a new lease of life to your compressor. Your payback is the best energy efficiency available on a single equipment level.

“The Total Responsibility Plan has eliminated complicated budget approvals, and the fact that Atlas Copco covers all repair risks is very reassuring.”

Give Yourself The Certainty You Need!

Give yourself the benefit of being able to focus on your production, while Atlas Copco takes Total Responsibility for your compressors.

Contact your Atlas Copco representative today!

ASK YOURSELF…

What is the risk of not having a Total Responsibility Plan?
Even if routine maintenance is taken care of professionally, there may be the need for a repair, or even a full overhaul. This leads to extra administration as well as unexpected extra costs. Within a Total Responsibility Plan, repairs and overhauls are included. As your compressor is updated with the latest technology, unrivalled levels of energy efficiency are achieved.

How does a Total Responsibility Plan ensure maximum uptime?
A Total Responsibility Plan has it all: experienced engineers fitting genuine Atlas Copco parts at the right time, ensuring sustained reliability in between service visits. Proactive repairs to prevent problems from deteriorating. And priority emergency support with a guaranteed response time.

What would maximum uptime cost me if I arrange it myself?
You’d at least need all parts in stock and one highly trained technician available 24/7. Yet this will not eliminate sudden cost spikes. The Total Responsibility Plan will, because it covers everything for a single rate.

Why is an overhaul included in a Total Responsibility Plan?
On any type of industrial equipment, a major service intervention will be required at some point. Fitting the latest drive line components restores your compressor to as-new levels of efficiency and reliability, even after many years of operation. The risk for these high value components is fully covered and you are free from the hassle that comes with a large one-off cost.